Welcome to the 3rd International OpenViBE workshop!
October 7th, 2018, Miyazaki, Japan
Workshop of IEEE SMC 2018
Fabien Lotte, Laurent Bougrain, Sébastien Rimbert
International OpenViBE workshops around the OpenViBE open source BCI software

1st International OpenViBE workshop
September 2014, Graz, Austria
Workshop of the International Graz BCI Conference 2014

2nd International OpenViBE workshop
May 2016, Asilomar, CA, USA
Workshop of the International BCI Meeting 2016

3rd International OpenViBE workshop
October 2018, Miyazaki, Japan
Workshop of the IEEE SMC International Conference 2018
Outline

9:05-9:35 am
• “OpenViBE: history, concept and applications”
  Laurent Bougrain, University of Lorraine, France

9:35-10:50 am
• “OpenViBE in practice: a step-by-step tutorial"
  Fabien Lotte, Inria Bordeaux Sud-Ouest, France

Hands-on session!
Please install OpenViBE now to benefit the most from the tutorial
http://openvibe.Inria.fr/download
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• “OpenViBE in practice: a step-by-step tutorial"
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10:50 am-11:05 am: coffee break

11:05 am-11:35 am
• “Detailed examples of concrete BCI applications with OpenViBE”
  Sebastien Rimbert, Inria Nancy Grand Est, France

11:35-11:45 am “OpenViBE Future”

11:45-12:00 am Questions/Discussions
Book on BCI and OpenViBE

- To understand, design and use BCIs
- With tutorial chapters on OpenViBE use for BCI design and use

French Version
Clerc, Bougrain, Lotte - ISTE-Wiley - 2016

English Version